Home Improvements
CLOCKWISE FROM BELOW Galleria
Engineered Structural Plantation
French Grey planks from £33.99
a sq m, UK Flooring Direct.
Bespoke handmade windows available
in a range of styles and featuring
double-glazed sealed units, deVol.

Salvage specialists can supply and
source original architectural features.
This 2.5m cornice is £4,200, MASCo
Architectural Salvage.
Quarried between 1820 and 1900,
these French stones are hand sawn and
shaped, £540 a sq m, Paris Ceramics.

specialists, such as Lassco or
Drummonds, carry vast stocks of
reclaimed timbers, stone and tiles.
The Vintage Floor Tile Company
also supplies restored tiles, while
Paris Ceramics sources both
reclaimed and new. While, for
those looking for extensive ranges
of new timbers try Broadleaf
Timber, Kahrs or Junkers – and for
wider, longer boards, Dinesen.

WINDOWS AND DOORS
Modern plastic windows and doors
rarely enhance the appearance of
a building, so fit traditional timber
or metal and always consider likefor-like. Take your cue from the
style of your home. According to
Jonathan Hey of Westbury
Windows and Joinery, “Windows
with traditional sightlines and
mouldings have far greater ‘kerb
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appeal’, plus they are proven to
provide greater interest from
buyers and in most cases a higher
sale value.” Alternatively look to
restore existing sash and
casements, using companies such
as Ventrolla or the Cotswold
Casement Company.
In terms of replacement
doors, The London Door
Company offers period-inspired
designs, while Broadleaf makes
classically proportioned oak
doors. For those preferring
historical accuracy try reclamation
yards or dedicated dealers – the
Stained Glass Door Company
stock reclaimed doors. While
detailing such as etched or
stained glass insets and fanlights
can be reinstated by glazing
specialists, such as the
Stained Glass Studio. N

FOR WHERE TO BUY SEE ADDRESS BOOK

FEATURE PAULA WOODS

The original chimney
piece in this Robert
Adam townhouse was
restored, as well as
stone and oak flooring
reinstated, by
Hackett Holland.

